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Tagging has recently become a popular method for annotating and organizing blog entries. Allows users to attach keywords to blog entries, and share these annotations with others. Easy to use and intuitive. But what tasks are tags useful for? More specifically, do tags help as an information retrieval mechanism?
Shared Tags and Folksonomies

• Tags have (at least) three clear uses:
  ◦ Individual organization
  ◦ Shared annotation of articles into categories
  ◦ Shared annotation as an aid to searching

• We are more interested in tags as a mechanism for sharing information.

• Folksonomy: the meaning associated with a tag will evolve and coalesce through community usage.
The 250 most popular tags on Technorati, as of October 6, 2005

- Things to notice:
  - Tags tend to be general terms
  - Synonyms and related concepts are repeated
  - Misspellings, and different cases
  - Jargon, slang, spam, and Non-English words
  - Non-useful tags (everything, etc, random, test)
Representational Power

- A tag is a label that is applied to a set of blog entries.
- There is no way to specify relationships between tags
  - Opposite, more general/specific, synonym, etc
- In logical terms, tags are a propositional mechanism.
  - This should set off some alarms amongst the AI people in the audience!
- We see users trying to use tags more expressively
  - e.g. “San Francisco, California”
  - This can’t be decomposed, or related to the tag “San Francisco” or the tag “California”
  - Maybe tags are not quite so easy to use ...
Tags as an Information Retrieval Mechanism

- In this paper, we tried to determine whether tags were useful as an information retrieval mechanism.
  - Specifically, can tags help with a search task?
- How similar are articles that are assigned the same tags?
  - Hypothesis: Rarer tags are better at describing articles than more specific tags.
Tags as an Information Retrieval Mechanism

- Retrieved the top 350 tags from Technorati, and then the 250 most recent articles for each tag.
- Articles are converted into weighted vectors, using TFIDF to assign weights to each word.
- All articles that share a tag are assigned to a *tag cluster*.
- The size of a tag cluster is measured using the average pairwise cosine similarity.
  - Note: the actual content of the documents is what is evaluated.
How Similar are Tag Clusters?

- Articles with the same tag are somewhat similar.
- Small spike amongst highly popular tags. (game, games, vote)
- Contrary to expectations, articles with rare tags are not more similar than articles with common tags.
- But how similar are these clusters?
Baselines

- Tagging clusters articles better than random selection, but worse than Google News.
- Tagging seems most effective at grouping articles into broad topical bins.
- Not very effective as a mechanism for locating particular articles.
Autotagging

• Perhaps users are not very good at choosing tags for search - can automated methods do better?

• Autotagging is the process of automatically assigning tags based on the content of an article.

• Hypothesis: To determine what an article is about, look at the article itself!

• Assign TFIDF scores to all words and extract the highest-scoring words.
We also extracted the top three highest-scoring words from each article and assigned them as tags.

Clusters formed using these words were smaller and much more similar than clusters using user-chosen keywords.

Tags extracted from user text are more helpful in creating specific categories than user-selected tags are.
Generating Hierarchies of Tags

• Tags are unable to express related concepts.
• Do related articles have tags judged as similar by a human?
• To address this question, we use agglomerative clustering to construct a tag hierarchy.
• Goal: identify and group tags that are similar or related.
Agglomerative Clustering

• The agglomerative clustering algorithm is very straightforward:
• Find the two closest tag clusters and merge them into a single abstract cluster. Repeat until one cluster containing all tags remains.
• This yields a dendrogram showing tag similarities.
• Tags = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_n\}
• while |Tags| > 1 :
  ○ find \( t_i, t_j \) s.t. \( \text{sim}(t_i, t_j) \geq \text{sim}(t_i, t_k) \forall k \neq i, k \neq j \)
  ○ \( t_{\text{new}} = t_i \cup t_j \)
  ○ \( \text{tags} = \text{tags} - \{t_i, t_j\} \)
  ○ \( \text{tags} = \text{tags} \cup t_{\text{new}} \)
Positive results: locating related tags

- Clustering is able to construct groups of tags that might be characterized as “related” by a human.
Negative results: shared vocabulary

• Using vectors of single words to represent documents can produce anomalies
  ◦ Both politics and games talk about scores, opponents, and winning.
Negative results: syntactic problems

- “diary” and “dairy” are seen as closely related.
  - Misspelling in the tag.
  - Illustrates a problem with the current representational power of tags.
  - Your tags are only as good as your users!
  - (aside: many community blogs have frequent discussions about “appropriate” tagging vocabularies)
Conclusions

• Tags are very attractive due to their simplicity and ease of use.
• Limited representational power makes them most useful for grouping into large categories.
• By themselves, tags do not seem very effective as a search mechanism.
• Tags can be grouped using clustering techniques, which indicates that relationships can be induced automatically.
• Needed: tools for increasing expressivity without sacrificing ease of use.
  ◦ Expressing relationships, suggesting appropriate tags, catching misspellings, automatically grouping tags.
Future Work

- Current experiments only provide an approximate picture of cluster similarity.
  - Phrase extraction would produce more precise results.
  - Other metrics should be evaluated.
- Currently developing tools that suggest tags based on article similarity and hierarchy.
- Question: do authors and readers use the same tag vocabulary?
- Thanks to Technorati for the use of their data.